Power wheelchairs

MyPermobil
App

Hey Google! Ask MyPermobil,
how far can I drive?

You can drive 12 miles outdoors
and 18 hours indoors.

Hands-free insights
The MyPermobil app is now compatible with Amazon
Alexa and Google Assistant, providing hands-free access
to important wheelchair information such as your battery
charge status, distance traveled, and power seat function
usage. Use at home or when you’re on the go with any Amazon
Alexa or Google Assistant enabled device or smartphone app.
AMAZON and ALEXA are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates.
GOOGLE is a trademark of Google LLC.

Knowledge is power
App dashboard makes key
information available at a glance

The MyPermobil app empowers you to do more and go further
by sending real-time power wheelchair insights directly to
your smartphone. Stay informed and feel confident as you get
the most out of your Permobil power wheelchair.

Easy to enable or
disable location settings

Battery status and travel range estimates
show how far you can go

Take the pressure off with meaningful insights
into your power seat function usage

See how far you’ve gone by reviewing your
travel history

Integrated map illustrates daily
and historic travel behavior

Travel with confidence
From where you’ve been to where you want to go, the
MyPermobil app helps guide your power wheelchair journey.
Combining in-app estimated battery range travel distances with
the integrated map empowers you to go further with confidence.

Taking connectivity
to a new level

MyPermobil

Fleet Management

Connecting users and service technicians through a single
intuitive platform improves communication and helps you be
better prepared for the unexpected. Once activated, critical
chair data and error codes are transmitted automatically to
the service provider’s Fleet Management portal. This provides
them with important information on your chair’s condition to
inform the remote diagnostic and service process.

Connect-enabled device

MyPermobil connectivity comes standard on all new M & F-Series Corpus &
Corpus VS models. Download the app to get started today.
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